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If the wrist strap obscures the catheter insertion site, 
consider a crisscross strap configuration instead.

Put the wrist strap through the forearm slot and the 
forearm strap through the wrist slot. This will allow 
easy visual inspection of the catheter insertion site.
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Wrap strap around forearm. Thread Velcro tab through 
slot at forearm. Pull the tab through the slot, fold the 
strap back around the outer edge of the splint onto 
itself, and secure it with the Velcro tab.
Note: Slip one finger beneath each strap to ensure 
the fabric is not so tight that it impedes circulation or 
infusion of IV fluids.

Notes: Protect the catheter and loop of tubing with 
an I.V. House UltraDressing® or I.V. House UltraDome®.

Check IV site hourly for redness, swelling, and 
tenderness. Touch, Look, and Compare the IV site 
with the opposite palm and forearm. Change the 
TLC Wrist Splint each time a new IV is inserted.

Optional Strap Configuration

CATALOG ITEM:
REF   939L-W-Ultra

1 Large (Child) Size Foam Padded Wrist Splint
with Three Straps and Velcro® Closure

Fits most children ages 3–10 years, 
or weighing 12–41 kg

LOT   2022-07-01-939L-W-Ultra REV 0722

WRIST / CHILD / 12–41 

939L-W-Ultra



I.V. House 939L-Ultra or 939XL-Ultra TLC® Wrist Splint Directions
Single Use Only–Fits either wrist. The TLC Wrist Splint can be applied to the wrist before or after inserting IV and connecting to extension set or IV tubing. 
939L fits most children 3–10 years, or weighing 12–41 kg. 939XL fits most youth/adults 10 years and up, or weighing over 40 kg.

Directions continued on back

Velcro® tabs

Straps are  
pre-attached 
on right side.

Unroll the TLC Wrist Splint straps 
and identify the smooth concave surface of the splint.
This concave surface will be placed against the patient’s hand and forearm.

Place the splint under the patient’s forearm, with the heel of the 
hand landing in the slight bend in the device. This places the hand in 
a functional position.

Repeat at the wrist. Wrap the strap around wrist. 
Thread the Velcro tab into slot and pull it through.  
Fold the strap around the outer edge of the splint 
and back onto itself. 
Secure with Velcro tab.

Wrap the first strap around the fingers.
Thread the Velcro® tab into slot and pull it through.  
Fold the strap around the outer edge of the splint 
and back onto itself. 
Secure with Velcro tab.

Repeat at forearm.  Wrap the strap around forearm.
Thread the Velcro tab into slot and pull it through.  
Fold the strap around the outer edge of the splint 
and back onto itself. 
Secure with Velcro tab.
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